
Traders Watch 16 

The Composite index NSEASI gained 388.59 points to close last week at 28,247.07 points, from an 

opening figure of 27,858.48 points, representing a 1.40% growth on improved volume of trades to 

continue the bull transition that commenced a fortnight ago.  

This was attributed to end of month/quarter positioning ahead of Q3 earnings season, as investors 

expect government to go beyond its policies statements by embarking on concrete actions that will 

revival the economy in the face of increasing negative macroeconomic indices.    

Buying position of 89% of total volume traded for the week and 11% selling volume to continue the 

previous week’s positive sentiments.    

NSEASI WEEKLY TIME FRAME 

  

The NSE ASI on a weekly time frame has broken out of the recently formed symmetrical 

triangle chart pattern to confirm continuation of trend as the strength and direction are 

becoming stronger. The index is above its 20 and 50-Day moving averages, but they are still 

supporting the bull transition.  Traders should watch out for first and second resistance level 

at 28,488.00 and 28,805.74 respectively, any move down with first support level at 

27,858.48 and then at 27,541.48.  

Looking at technical indicators, the NSEASI closed below the upper band by 44.9%, while 

MACD is bearish. RSI is reading 54.14, which is relatively strong. Money flow index has 

reversed downward, indicating that funds are exiting the market. MACD and CCI are saying 

EXIT position while SO and RSI are signaling enter.  

  

CONOIL 



  

Conoil moved up 33.48% over the past week, amidst the market's positive sentiment 

towards its 2015 full-year financials continued. The dividend growth of 200% has attracted 

patronage that spiked up the price. But it seems the stock is slowing down after touching a 

strong resistance level of N42.50 as momentum indicators are signaling over bought, with 

high volume indicating profit taking.  

Traders should watch out as the stock is trending to break out the yellow line to a second 

resistance level of N49.20 or a move down to support level of N35 each.   

  

Looking at technical indicators, CONOIL closed above the upper band by 42.9%.  This 

combined with the steep uptrend suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good 

chance of continuing.  However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD is 

bullish. Price has been trending up for some days. RSI is reading 81.20 and appears to be 

over bought, while other momentum indicators like CCI, SO and RSI have signaled BUY. MFI 

is looking up, to indicate that funds are entering the stock with buying volume position of 

99% and selling volume of 1% for the week. 

  

TOTAL  



  

  

Total Nigeria rose 18% over the past week on a strong financials and expected Q3 earnings 

report to form a saucer chart pattern in recent time with strong trend and direction.  

Traders should watch the uptrend as reversal is imminent on profit taking. A break out the 

current resistance level of N300. Any move down to the first support level of N250. The 

stock is trading above its 20 and 50 day moving average. 

  

Looking at technical indicators, TOTAL closed above the upper band by 9.4%. This, combined 

with the steep uptrend, suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good chance of 

continuing.  However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD has been 

bullish for almost a month at overbought range. RSI is reading 85.77 on overbought region, 

while other momentum indicators like RSI, SO and CCI are in their overbought range, 

signaling sell. MFI is looking down, to indicate that funds are exiting  the stock with buying 

volume position of 91%  and sell position of 9% for the week.  

  

ZENITH BANK 



  

  

Zenith Bank moved 7.59% higher over the past week on a mixed sentiment of 80% buy 

position and 20% sell volume. The price action has broken out the formed symmetrical 

triangle chart pattern that confirms continuation of the trend as the strength and direction 

are increasing.  The stock is currently trading above its 20-day moving average.  

Traders should watch for a break out of the first strong resistance level of N16.99 or reverse 

down to first support level at N14.60.    

Looking at the technical indicators, Zenith Bank closed above the lower band by 49.2%. 

MACD is bearish for last three trading sessions. RSI is reading 53.05 which signifies strength. 

RSI, OS and CCI are indicating BUY while MACD is saying sell. MFI is indicating that funds are 

exiting the stock. 

ACCESS BANK 



  

  

Access Bank moved by a marginal 0.4% over the past week as it side trended to form cup 

and handle chart pattern amidst a strong mixed sentiment of buy volume of 71% and sell 

position of 29% for the period.  Price action has remained below the yellow line with 

attempt to break out to reverse the trend.   

Traders should watch for a break out of the yellow line to a strong resistance level of N5.93 

or reverse down to first support level at N5.16. The bank is trading above its 20 and 50-Day 

moving average at N5.58per share.  

Looking at the technical indicators, Access Bank closed below the upper band by 46.9%. 

MACD has remained bearish for the last two days. RSI is reading 57.53 which signifies 

strength. SO is indicating BUY, but MFI is indicating that funds are exiting the stock. The 

strength of the trend is strong. 

  

UCAP 



  

Ucap moved 0.86% higher over the past week on a mixed sentiment as it continues to trend 

sideway to form symmetrical triangle chart pattern.  

Traders should watch for a break out of the symmetrical triangle chart pattern to confirm a 

continuation or reversal. A break out of the trend will lead to first resistance level at N2.52 

and second resistance of N2.67 or reverse down to first support level at N2.15 and second 

resistance S2 at N2.09 respectively. The stock is trading below its 20 and 50-Day moving 

average at N2.35 per share.  

Looking at the technical indicators, Ucap closed below the upper band by 48.7%. MACD is 

bearish and RSI is reading 57.68, which signifies strength. All momentum indicators are 

signaling buy, except RSI. MFI is looking down, indicating that funds are exiting the stock, 

but reversal is imminent. The weekly buy volume of the total transactions was 83%, while 

sell position was 17%. But Friday's position was 100% buy and 0% sell. The current trend is 

strong as revealed by the candlestick formation on Friday.  

  

ETERNA OIL 



  

  

Eterna Oil rose 8.28% over the past week on a positive sentiment as traders and investors 

expected announcement of the closure date for its 25 kobo dividend. The stock is forming a 

double top chart pattern that support reversal of trend.    

Traders should watch the uptrend to break out the first resistance level of N3.41 and second 

resistance price of N3.78, or any move down to the first support level of N2.85 and second 

support level (S2) at N2.57 per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50-day moving 

average. 

Looking at technical indicators, Eterna Oil closed below the upper band by 15%.  MACD is bullish as 

it just cross above it signal line last Friday. RSI is reading 65.56 on overbought region. All 

other momentum indicators like SO, CCI and MACD are in their overbought range but still 

signaling buy except for RSI saying sell.. MFI just turn down, to indicate that funds are 

exiting the stock with buying volume position of 94%  and sell volume of 6%for the week.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

 


